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from a too long exercise of undisputed authority and a limited and
somewhat juvenile range of interests, to become tiresome with
advancing years. There have been and still are many more military,
but not many better officers than he; and his consistent good and
faithful service to his country has rarely met with the appreciation
so freely given to more, meretricious but less valuable achievements.
The British public has never consistently realised and admitted
the debt it owes to him; though his pay is no longer a mere part-
time wage, he is still the worst paid of all professional men, with
the worst prospects of any, and in addition suffers from the peculiar
disadvantage that any attempt .by corporate organisation and
pressure to improve his situation is forbidden him by the nature and
tradition of his calling. Britain's inveterate reluctance to pay these
men, on whom in war-time her fate and that of her Empire so largely
depend, at a rate likely to attract into the army brains and abilities
fit to be entrusted with such vital interests, 'has gone hand in hand
with a tendency to needless and ignorant criticism whenever these
ill-paid servants are conceived not to have done such service as
could only be fairly expected of supermen. Success in war,
admittedly the popular and in many respects the most satisfactory
criterion of military worth, is not unfortunately in the power of
mortals entirely to command ; it can be deserved only by service,
and quality of service is largely governed by rate of payment. In
the light of these truisms, it may be said that the much-maligned
British Army officer has deserved of his country better than she
has given him.
III. the british general
A British general once complained that there were hazards in the
British service known to no other, and one of the most frequent
tasks set our generals has been that of making military bricks with
a minimum of straw. Nevertheless, considering all things, the
average level of their performance has been reasonably good and
sometimes surprisingly high, while failures have been no more
frequent than in other armies, and usually with'better excuse for
them.
Some generals are both brilliant and successful, such as Marl-
borough and Roberts ; some are successful but not brilliant, such as
Wellington and Haig ; some are brilliant but unsuccessful, such as
Prince Rupert and Peterborough ; some unfortunates are neither
brilliant nor successful, such as William III and the Duke of York.
Brilliancy and success, it will be seen, do not necessarily go hand hi
hand, and our generalship, if it has usually aimed at the latter rather
thaiuthe former, has chosen wisely. The general's job is to win Us
battles and his campaigns; wars are not waged in order that he

